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authority to investigate coverage and 
evaluate damages and then the authority 
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The Ethics:

– Does not worry about adverse publicity 
or payment to customers who have been 
harmed by wrongful claims practices.

– Any instances of wrongfulness will be rare 
and wrongful practices are learned from 
and not repetitively tolerated.
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• If any of these three themes are missing
from Citizens’ Claims Culture, any new plan
or points made by the Task Force will fail.

• These are central and basic Claims Management 
Themes recognized by the  most widely respected 
Insurance Industry Organization – CPCU 

(Chartered Property & Casualty Underwriters Society)
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• Insufficient and unqualified Home Office Claims 
Management staff.

• No written plan for Disaster Preparedness.
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• Create one system for all claims which field 
adjusters can input from the field directly 
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– System must be seamless with entire financial  
reporting and logistical requirements available for  
management review .
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• Hire qualified Independent Adjusters in advance 
of the storm – it’s more than just having a large 
number of bodies.

- A bidding system to retain Independent 
Adjustment Catastrophe Firms which designate 
quality adjusters.

- Contracts must mandate experienced adjusters 
that Home Office Claims adjusters can trust.

- Mandated Citizens Certified Training Seminars 
with Test Passage requirements.
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• Distrust of Field Adjusters causes delay as 
Home Office becomes the decision maker, 
second guessing the field adjuster.
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- Ethical field re-inspection program by highly   
technical “In-house” adjusters will find   
instances and problems of field adjusting  
immediately.

- Underpayment and overpayment issues as well as delay 
and bottlenecks can be addressed by Senior Claims  
Management as they are uncovered.

- Poor claims conduct trends can be analyzed and 
eliminated.

- Rogue adjusters can be found and removed.
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• No general Adjusters on Larger Claims

- Large losses need the most attention and 
experience.
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• Technology

- Satellite phones, mobile claims stations, 
and on site payment centers are the new 
standard for catastrophe adjusting.

- None of this has been in place in the 
past. It must be integrated and work,  
not just for show.
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• An ethical and honest claims management culture

- Signs of a failed claims culture

1. Providing improper claims handling statistics 
to the media.

2. Rigging the selection of Independent Adjusting firms.

3. Lobbying against policyholder rights, this continues 
today.
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• Actions speak louder than words.

- Mistakes are admitted and corrected.

- Lessons of wrongful practices are shared. 
Show that the will not be tolerated.

- Education of the Catastrophe Field adjuster 
is paramount.

- Cultural expectations start at the top and 
are disseminated to the person in the field.
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